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CHAIRMAN
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The Honorable John F. Kerry
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Kerry:

I am responding to your letter of January 29, 1992, in which you
and three other members of the Massachusetts delegation sent the
Commission several questions concerning letters from Senator
Kennedy (February 27, 1990) and Representative Kostmayer (March
7, 1990), and the answers provided by the Commission or. March 15,
1990. You referred to a report by the NRC Inspector General (IG)'
(enclosed), and indicated that this topic might arise at the
House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee's Subcommittee on1992.Energy ard the Environment hearing on February 19,

At the outset the Commission wishes to nake clear that it iscrucial to our nuclear regulatory process that the Commission
must be able to rely on the accuracy and completeness of the

Weinformation upon which our regulatory decisions are based.
also share your expectation that any information which is
conveyed to Congress by the NRC will be accurate, complete and
timely. The IG and the Commission have found issues of concern
in the Seabrook case; we feel that the errors found are
correctable as described below. However, no one at NRC has
deliberately misled, nor lied to, the Congress, the Commission or
anyone else in this matter.
Senator Kennedy's letter raised issues with respect to a
licensing decision which was scheduled to be made two days later,
on March 1, 1990; the letter raised questions about Seabrook
reaching back to the early 1980's timeframe. The Commission has
recognized that safety issues about a facility may arise at any
time, and that the Commission has the responsibility to address
them. Following the Diablo Canyon licensing experience in 1985,

likethe Commission established a process to address allegations,
those forwarded by Senator Kennedy, m:de after the licensing
record is closed. These procedures, set forth in NRC Manual
Chapter 0517, " MANAGEMENT OF ALLEGATIONS', instruct the staff to
perform an expeditious review of the allegations to determine if
there are any which because of their potontial impact on safety,
must be resolved before any licensing action can be taken. The

staff performed this review for the Seabrook welds allegations
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and reported the results to the Commission in a Memorandum on
February 28, 1990.

'

The Commission believes that it is essential, in order to
-

maintain accuracy and completeness, that accountability for
drafting Commission documents and making revisions to them be
assigned and maintained. In this particular case, it is
apparent, in retrospect, that the Commission and the NRC staff
did not meet our own standards of accuracy and control. However,

we wish to emphasize that the basic conclusion, namely that there
were no safety related reasons to delay the Commission's
decision, was a correct one.

Your letter asks two questions -- the first one concerned
disciplinary actions taken. The IG report does discuss

Withindividuals and their role in the Seabrook welds matter.
respect to the assignment of individual responsibility, the
report describes instances where individual performance led toHowever,problems in the accuracy of correspondence to Congress.
the IG report does not identify conduct which was intentionally
deceitful. The IG saw the problem as a failure to follow
established procedures and the report suggested a need for the
NRC to examine these procedures.

With respect to disciplinary actions, the Commission has
considered the information presented by the IG and decided not to
take specific disciplinary action in light of the fact that there
was no evidence found of intentional deceit by the NRC staff.
Nonetheless, the Commission is concerned that all of its senior
management perform in an exemplary manner regarding accuracy,
completeness and timeliness of its correspondence to Congress.
Accordingly, the Commission is instructing its senior management
to take specific steps to improve our agency performance in the
future.

The second question concerned lessons learned. The Commission
believes that three lessons should be drawn:

1. The agency's procedure for reviewing late
allegations is sound, but the review should
be strictly limited to the question, "does
the alleged safety concern present new
information which must be addressed before
acting on the licensing decision?" It seems
clear in retrospect that the staff went
beyond answering the basic question and made
additional observations which were not
justifiable on the basis of information
available at the time.

2. The agency has procedures for identifying
drafters of documents and for concurrences.

- _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The February 28th memorandum was,not prepared
according to the commission's own procedures,
as detailed in the IG report. In particular,

internal concurrences and reviews were not -

sufficiently thorough'to identify
inaccuracies and misleading statements. Some
but not all of the problems were corrected in
the answers to Congressional questions
provided by the Commission on March 15, 1990.
We will examine this issue in the context of
our procedures for addressing late-filed
allegations and take such steps as necessary
to ensure that the technical basis for our
responses to such allegations is fully
documented in the future.

3. Both the Commission and the NRC staff should
hold to high standards concerning accuracy
And recognition of error in public statements
by the staff or the Commission, even where no
issue of health or safety is addressed. In
the future, when questions arise concerning
the agency's record, the Commission will seek
greater assurance that the record is accurate
and not misleading, and that corrections are
promptly noted.

You may recall that concerns similar to those identified here
arose during the NRC's review of Pilgrim offsite emergency

Following the IG's findings in that case, thepreparedness.
Commission in o December 1990 Memorandum to the staff emphasized
the importance of frank, complete and accurate communications
with the Commission and the necessity to correct any
misinformation or omissions as promptly as possible.

To reaffirm this direction, this letter, with the IG report, is
being distributed to all the senior and mid-level managers at the
agency, so that guidance to the staff will be explicit and
unmistakable.
We trust this answers the serious questions raised in your
letter. Commissioner de Planque was on official travel and did
not participate in the preparation of this response.
Commissioner Remick did not participate in the preparation of'

this response because, as a condition of his confirmation by the
he is recused from matters connected with the initialSenate,

licensing of the Seabrook facility. However, they both join
their fellow Commissioners in emphasizing the importance of
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accuracy in-communications to the Congress. We look forward to
_our appearance before the Subcommittee next week. ,

-

sincerely, .

.

Ivan Selin'-

Enclosure:
-As stated
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ENCLOSURE 2

Inspector General's Report
(90-31H) (Redacted Version)
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Executive Summarv

license
The SEABRDOK Nuclear Station was constructed under tobtained from the Nuclear Regul'atory Commission (NRC), by the.

Public Service Company of New Hampshire (PSNH).
The Yankee

Atomic Electric Corpany (YAIC) was charged with-establishing and
impler.enting a quality assurance program for that construction.
The Pullman-Higgins Company was contracted in part to f abricateThis firm was also -

safety-related pipe velding at SEABROOK.
responsible for conducting raquired inspections of those velds.

.

Radiography was a nondestructive examination (NDE) method used to
inspect the velds. Radiographs are pictures produced on aThey are similarsensitive flim or plate by a form of radiation.
to x-ray films and portray images of the velds and the defectsThe radiographs were reviewed initially forthey r.ay contain.
quality assessment in accordance with applicable codes, by NDE

-

Radiographs
Leve171 exuwiters erployed by Pullman-Higgins.
which were reviewed and accepted by Pullman-Higgins were
forwarded to YAEC for acceptance and final storage.

Starting in approximately July 1932 in response to a deficiencyPullman-Higgins required an NDE Level III to
report by YAEC, review all safety-related weld radiographs before submittance to

YAEC raintained tha't thuy revitved all radiographs sent toYAEC

them by Pullman-Higgins f rom the beginning of construction.had a written procedure during the latter part cf construction
YAEC.

which required a YAEC review of all safety-related veld
,

!
I

radiographs.
(shop velds)

Scre safety-related velds were fabricated off-site The
en corponents which were later installed at SEABROOK.
radiographs of these velds were referred to as vendor radiographs
and were also submitted to YAEC for acceptance and storage.

.

In April 199O U.S Congressmen Morris UDALL, Peter KOSTMAYER,
'

Edward KENNIDY, Edward MARKEY, Nicholas MAVROULIS and John KERRY
-

raised concerns to the of fice of t.he Inspector General (OIG) .
These concerns involved the NRC o0ersight of the quality
assurance program for safety-related velds at SEABROOK and

,

'

representations made by the NRC in the fellowing dvcocents:
1. The memoranc .m from William RUSSIII, Regicns1 Adminictrater,

Region I to sr. Thomas MURLIY, Of fics of Nuclear' Reactor
Regulation (NRR) dated February 28, 1990 (RUSSELL

memorandum)

2. The letters f rom Chairman Tenneth CARR to Senator Edward1990
KENNEDY and Congressman Peter 70STMAYER dated March 15,

These NRC documents were written in response to questions raised
by Senator KENNEDY and Congressman KOSTMAYER about the veldingWAMPLER
program at SEABROOK and the concerns of Joseph WAMPLER.

.
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was employed by the Pullaan-Higgins company as an NDE site levelIII radiograph technician at SEABROCK during the late summer and
He was fired in January 1984. During his

Department of Labor hearing about his termination, WAMPLER raised-fall-of 1983.
certain _ issues which included concerns about velding and -

' ,

radiography at SEARR00K. .

i h the

Six issues. vere identified that concerned the manner in wh c
NRC examined the quality assurance program for the constructionof SEABROOK Nuclear Station and representations made by the NRC
to Congress about that examination.

-

The six issues and our findings _are summarized below
.

The tot meiset Rate of Wald Radfooranha2.

The NRC represented to the Congress in the RUSSELL
remorandum that a 204 reject rate for veld radiographs was

The RUSSELL memorandum was written in responsenot unusual.
to Congressional concerns.

Investicative issues ~

Was the statement in the RUSSELL Memorandum that the NRC did not
consider a 20% veld radiograph reject rate to be unusualDid the NRC attempt to deliberately mislead
supported in fact? "

the Congress by the statement?
~

Findines
The OIG investigation was unable to determine who wrote ths-is that a 20% reject rate of.1. statement, "Our assessment
radiographs during the first review by a Level III examinerThe lack of knowledge within Region Iis not unusual."concerning who wrote the statement is indicative of "af

vulnerability in the review and concurrence process for the
~

RussILL memorandum.
t

The NRC of ficials who reviewed this statement provided the
CIG with littli factual support for their concurrence.2.

The 33sumption made by Region I that WAMPLIR's reviev wasthe first NDE Level III review of the backlogged radiograph:3.

Some of the radiographs were previouslyproved incorrect.
cxamined by a icvel III.

L ent

The staterent das -also unclear about whether the assessr.of the reject rate was based on industry vide statistical|
4.

data or related to past inspection experience at SEABROOK
'

It was also unclear whether the reject
Nuclear Station.rate assessment was based strictly on veld defects or
included fils quality and administrative errors.

2
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This investigation developed no information to indicate that5. the Region I assessment was an attempt to mislead the
Congress by providing false or inaccurate information. ,

,

.

The Joseoh WAMPLTR settlement hereementII.

The NRC represented to Congress that the settlement
agreement between the Pullman-Higgins Company and Joseph
WAMPLIR did not discourage WAMPLIR from disclosing safety
concerns to the NRC.

Investicative Tssues

Did the NRC have a sufficient basis for the statement that thesettlenent agreen.ent did not inhibit or discourage Joseph WAMPLik
from informing the NRC about his safety concerns?

rindinas

The primary basis for the NRC conclusion concerning the1. restrictiveness of the settlement agreement was from
information supplied by h , the attorney for
Pullman-Higgins in the WAMPLER matter. R e g i o n I d i d n o t-

obtain an independent analysis from their own NRC legal
counsel.

.

The review of the NRC response to Senator KINNEDY by the ,

2. of fice of- the General Counsel at NRC Headquart ars did not
include consideration of basic documents needed for a'3egal
review.
The representations in the NRCsletter to Joseph WAMPLIR'on

1990, were inconsistent with the statements in the3.
March 14, -

NRC response to Senator XINNEDY on March 15, 1990. The -

letter to WAMPLIR stated that the NRC believed the language
in his settlement agreement could be interpreted to restrictThe letterhis ability to freely communicate with the NRC.
to Senator XINNEDY stated that the agreement did "not
pronibit tne plaintiff from reporting or discussing his
findings regarding radiographic records...."

III A. 100% Review Of Weld Radiocraohs - RUSSELL Memorandua
The NRC represented to Congress that after WAMPLER's
termination from the Pullaan-Higgins company, the licensee
performed a 100% review of all sofety-related radiographs.
The NRC cited Inspection Report 90-80 as its source of
information for this claim.

3
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h stiaative fasues i in the RUSSELL
Did the NRC ataf f- provido incorrect informat ondiographs following
memorandum regarding the 100% review of raWAMPLER's termination from the Pullaan-Higg nsi Cospany?

-

t information
Did NRC Inspection Report 90-80 contain incorrection in Inspection

,

with respect to its characterization of informa
Reports 85-31 and 84-077

-

rindinas fter -

YJIC did not begin the loot review of radiographs acompany.

WAMPLIR'S termin4 tion from the Pullman-HiggansThis review of Pullman-Higgins radiographs was alrea y
d1

ongoing at the time of WAMPLER's termination.
d concurrence of the RUSSELL

.The process for the review anThe inaccuracy regarding the reviewd when the
memorandum was flawed.

2.
being conducted af ter WAMPLER's departure occurred The

author's draf t was altered without his knowle ge. investigation was unable to, determine who made that c an
h ge.

t in

Inspection Report 90-80 mischaracterized statemen sContrary to

Inspection Reports 85-31 and 84-07. h inspection3.
representations in Inspection Report 90-80, t esei f

reports do not substantiate that a 1004 rev ew o
radiographs was conducted by YAEC.

an EOSTMAYER
100% peview of weld Radioeracks - Concressm,

-

III B, an

Af ter reviewing the RUSSELL memorandum, Congressmin

KCSTKAYER queried the NRC, as to what statementsInspection Report 84-07' supported the claim that
~

YAEC
d radiographs.

conducted a 100% review of all safety 6 relates in Inspection Report"$4-07 thatI

The NRC cited statement 100t review claim.|

supported their striiir -

.

Investica*fve issues justify hov~'

Did the NRC response to Congressman KOSTMAYERInspection Feport 84-07 supported the RUSSELL memor
andum's claim

|. of a 100% revisv by YAFC7
'

tion Report 84-Eind Ln15
The OIG investigation determined that Inspeci

to Congressman

07 did not support the NRC's representat onFOSIMAYER about the 100% review of all safe y-r
elated weld1. t

radiographs.

4
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Contrary to the NRC's response to Congressman KOSTMAYER,
the CIG investigation found that during NRC Inspection2.
84-07, YAEC did not have a. written procedure that required
the review of all safety-related vandor and site generated !

!

. - \radiographs.
.

Joseeb VAMPLIR's 16 Nonconformance Reports ,

IV.

The NRC handling of WAMPLI.R's concern that 16 potentialthat he was preparing at the timenonconformance reports (NCRs)
of his termination vere properly processed by th,e Pullman-Higgins
Company.

Investicative Issues
Did the NRC take appropriate action to assure that the Pullman-
Higgin's Company properly dispositioned 16 potential non-conformance reports being prepared by Joseph WAMPLER at the time
of his termination?

TindiUSA . ,

The 010 investigation determined that the NRC did not identify 14
of the 16 potential NCRs nantioned by WAMPLZR. NRC personnel

r.ade the decision to focus instead on the records turnover
process following WAMPLER's termination which should haveSenior Construction Resident
included NCRs being processed.
Inspector (SCRI) GEENE> explained that his reason for this
de:ision was-the existence of an NRC policy not to disclose an '

The inforzation concerning the 16 NCRs was
alleger's identity. During
of a singular nature and would' have identified WAMPLER.
this period M had been told by WAMPLER not to fhform Pullman-N ef forts dudng
Higgins of his-contact with the NRC.
were in response to concerns raised by WAMPLER about the 16 NCRs. Inspection 83-22 and 83-15 to review the records turnover process

.

The Infornal Return of Radf oeranha
.

I V.

Jcseph WAMPLER alleged that YAEC returned deficiert|

radiograph packages to Pullman-Hiqqins without documenting
those deficiencies,

|
i Invasilgative issues

~

Would an informal system of returns constitute a violation of 10
Appendix B7 Did YAEC 2,aformally return radiographs to

Was the NRC aware ofCTR 50,
Pullman-Higgins for corrective action?
YAEC's informal return of rejected veld radiographs to the
Pullman-Higgins company?

5
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Findines

The investigation determined that in various ways, YAEC wasinformally returning radiograph packages to Pullman-Higgins.1.

The practice of informally returning radiographs without
-

documentation is a violation of 10 CTR 50, Appendix B.2.

The investigaeton did not develop any evidence to indicate
the NRC was aware of this practica during the period of3.

construction.-

Construction Deficionev Rooortine ReevirementsVI.

WMPLER alleged that YAIC intended to issue a 10 CTRnotification concerning the high reject rate of
50.55(e)veld radiographs and then failed to do so.

Investiestive Issues

Was Joseph WVPLIR's allegation correct that YAEC decided toreport regarding high radiograph reject
issue a 10 CTR 50.55(e)
rates and then failed to do so?

-

Tindines
The OIG investigation found no evidence to substantiate WMPLER's
allegation.

~
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BASIS

senator Edward M. KENNEDY forwarded aDn Tebruary 27, 1990,to Kenneth M. CARR, Chairman, U.S. Nuclear
letter (Exhibit 1) Commission (NRC), regarding the disposition of

.

certain allegations concerning defects in radiographs of safety-Regulatory
Joseph D. WAMPLIR, a

related welds at SEABRooK Nuclear Station.Fondestructive Examination (NDE) site level III radiograph
technician, had been employed by the Pullman-Higgins Company atSEABRDOK Nuclear Station during the late summer and f all of 1983.and he filed
WAxPLIR vas fired from his position in January 1984, In MarchDepartment of Labor (DOL) .a coeplaint with the U.S.

during his DOL * hearing, WAMPLIR claimed that in tha course
of his review of approximately soo - 900 radiographs of safety-1984,

related velds, he had rejected approximately 204, either because
the radiograph was irproperly taken and could not be read, or
because a properly taken radiograph had shown a weld that did not
rest the applicable standards.
Attached to Senator KENNEDY's letter was a series of 15 questions
concerning WAMPLIR and his enployment with the Pullman-Higgins

Senator KENNEDY requested that the questions be
resolved before the Commission made its decision regarding theCenpany.

authorization of a full-power license for SEABROOK Nuclear
Station.

dated February 26, 1990, (Exhibit 2), from
,

In a recoranduRt'SSELL, Regional Administrator, Region I to Dr.
Office of Nuclear Reactor" Regulation (NRR),Willia: T.

F'.'SSELL indicated that Region I had completed an expedited reviewor the concerns of Joseph WAxPLER and concluded that no condition
The as E. MUR LIY ,

This remorandum
raterial to full-power licensing was involved. vent on to state that Region I had reviewed Senator KENNEDY's

-

letter to Chair an CARR and .

Although we have not had time to develop detailed
ansrers to the contained 15 questions and currently
lack co:plete knowledge of ansvers to who knew what

-

when, ve are confident, based on our exten.sive
inspections and analysis, that Senator KINNEDY' has
raised no new safety issue that has not been~

previously reviewed and resolved, or that is material
to the full-power licensing of SEABROOK.

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission issued
decision CLI-90-03, which allowed the Atomic Safety and Licensing
c.. r. arch 1, 1990,-

Board's authorization in Neverber 1959 of a full-power license;

for SEABROOK to become effective.
'

199C, (Exhibit 3) from PeterIn a letter dated March 7,,

KOSTRAYER, Chairman, Subcommittee on General Oversight andInvestigations, U.S. House of Representatives to Chairman CARR,|
!

| 7
|

6
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KoSTMAYER raised a number of additional questions concerningdefects in _the radiographs of welds at SEABRooK Nuclear station,
Chairman CARA responded to' Senator KENNEDYi the

(Exhibit 4)_ and Congressman E0.STMAYER (Exhibit S) onswer ng
15, 1990,on March b y .

questions raised by Senator KENNEDY in his lettet dated Fe ruarin

1990, and the questions raised by Congressman KCSTMAYEk
,

his correspondence dated March 7, 1990.
27,

(Exhibit 6) U.S. Congressmen1990, EY,

Morrie UDALL,_. Peter ROSIMAYER, Edward KENNEDY, Edward MARXBy letter dated April 6,
i be

Nicholas MAVROULES and John KERRY- requested an investigat onThe

conducted by the NRC Office of the Inspector General (OIC). investigation concerned the veracity and completeness of NRCld

responses to inguiries from the Congress regardir.g the veThe concerns sp(c ifically
examination program at SEABRooK.1990, memorandum from william RUSSELL
focused on the February 28, from Chairman CARR to

- to-'Dr. Thonas MURLEY and the correspondenceSenator KENNEDY and Congressaan XOSTMAYER dated March 15,
1990.

MPLER

In April 1990 the OIG initiated an investigation into the WA
matter focusing on the following issues:

I. The 20% Reject Rate of Wald Radiographs

The NRC represented to the Congress in the RUSSELL
memorandum that a 20% reject rate for veld radiographsThe RUSSELL memorandum was written in
was_not unusual.
response to Congressional concerns.

The Jeseph WAMPLER Settlement Agreement
II.

The 70u: represented to Congress that the settlement
WAMPLIR did not discourage WAMPLIR from disclosing sa eagreer.ent.getween the Pullaan-Higgins Company and Josephf ty

concerns to the NRC.
A. loot Review of Wald Radiographs - RUSSELL Memorandum

._.

27I
NRC represented to Congress that atter WAMPLER's
termination from the Pullaan-Higgins company, the

,

licensee performed a 100% review of all safety-relatedThe NRC cited Inspection Report 9C-60 as
radiographs.ite searca of info rmation for this clala.

YER

B. loot' Review of Wald Radiographs - Congressman KOSTMA
After reviewing the--KUSSELL memorandum, Congressmanas to what statements in
KoSTKAYER queried the NRC,
Inspection Report 84-07 supported the claim that YAEC
conducted a 1004 review of-all safety-relatedThe NRC cited statements in Inspection
radiographs.

8
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Report 84-07 that rupported their earlier 100% review
claim.

IV. Joseph WAMPI.ER's 16 Nonconformance Reports
'

The NRC handling tif WAXPLER's cr.ncern about whethsr 16
-

potential nonconformance reporth he was preparing at the
tire of his terminution were properly processed by t.! ,
Pullsan-Higgins company.

V. The Informal Return of Radiographs -

Joseph WAMPLER alleged that YAEC returned deficient-

radiograph packages to Pullman-Higgins without
documenting those deficiencies.

VI. Construction Deficiency Reporting Requirements

WAMP1.rR alleged that YAEC intended to issun a 10 CTR
50.55(e) notification concerning the high reject rate of
veld radiog raphs and then f ailed to do so. .

.
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Baekeround - The 30% Reiset Rate of Wald Radlearanha --I.
28, 1990,

The sesorandus from RUSSELL to MURLEY dated Febrvary
(Exhibit 2, page 3) states, 'our assessment is that a 20% reject
rate of radiographs during the first review by a Inval III
exasiner is not unusual."

,

~

20, 1984, (Exhibit 7) WMPLERDuring the D0L hearing on March
indicated that he had been given approximately 970 packages of
backlogged radiographs to review in early November 1983, and wasWMPLER's attorneyto have them done within 22 or 23 days.
stated that these radiographs had been taken by a technician in
1981, put away and never read by a site level III radiographer.
WMPLER sdvised that when he began reviewing the film he started
rejecting radiographs at a rate which he considered excessive.
He descr3 bed anything over St as an excessive reject rate.
WMPLER aaid that he was rejecting radiographs at the rate of it
to 204.
WMPLER testified that he was finding numerous paperwork errors,
some radiographs that shoved a lack of weld fusion, some veldfilm which was
porosities and some 'brovn" (discolored)WMPLER explaines that t lackunacceptable for code corpilance.
of fusion was a rejectable condition because the veld would haveMe also explained that porosity in itself was anto be a maired. -

acceptable condition provided it fell within the codeWMPLER indicated that if the porosities had a
requirementsline which was construed to be a crack, the condition wasdirect He indicated that certain film would be rejectedrejectable.
because the film was brown and he could not read the veld or

,

there were views of the veld that he could not read.
-

,

In response to questions during the DOL hearing, WMPLERindicated that four or five sonths prior to his amployment with.

Pullman Higgins there had been no site Level III' radiographer for
interpretive review. WMPLER also related he was not saking any "

allegations regarding any violation of procedures in regard to
-

radiographic film, and he was not aware of any violatlans in
reviewing the film that occurred at Pullman-Wiggins or any other
level on site.
Invertientiva Issuna

Was the staterent in the RUSSELL memorandum that the NRC did not
consider a 204 veld radiograph reject rate to be unusualDid the NRC attempt to deliberately mislead
supported in fact?
the Congress by the statement?

I

i

Details
USSELL memorandum '.ndicates theThe official record copy of the for M 3 and 6

,

| following concurrencess
10

M i
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. . then Deputy-
,

m N for himself, Regional Administrator, for himself and William RUSSELL.|

M,formerResidentInspector(RI)vas questioned concerningOlc interviewed N) . 6at SEABRCCK (Exhibit 8what caused the RUSSELL tesorandus to be prepared.1990, he was assigned to SEABROOK
recalled that on February 27, i d to be
vhen he received a telephone call from someone he bel eveThe caller indicated
in the NRC Office of Congressional Affairs. i

there was a letter being forvarded from senator KD(NEDY v th aseries of questions about a former Pullman-Higgins radiograp erh

He recalled that the individual *

by the name of Joseph WANpLER.specific questions to him concerning WAMPLER.
m was told that the letter was being bandled as a lateread twelve (12) if

filed allegation, and the Region I staff needed to determine
there was any new information that was significant to the6 provided a copy of his notesll thatlicensing decision.
taken during that cell and the subsequent conference ca1990 (Exhibit 9),occurred on February 28,

he was the only person in
added that at this time the Senior

p 's SEABROOK office becauseInspector (SCRI)', and 6 , thethe NRC
Construction Resident were both on Isave.
Senior Resident Inspector (SRI),
m recalled that the questions were provided to NewHe advised that NHY

a division of PSNH. ld be(NHY),
intended to start developing some of the ansvers which wouHa.pshire Yankee-

h

discussed during the conference call he was to arrange with t eHe indicated that, to his knowledge,
vas based primarily upon infernation that1990.Epc en Tebruary 28,

He advised that thethe RUSSELL re orandu:was ettained during this conference call. i I

ccnference call involved NRC Headquarters persortnel and Reg ond

personnel including MM, h, N anDuring the call, h was in NHY Chairran GPh, 6
with NHY personnel.

M and h The -office, alon

ins in the WMPLER DOL6 ,@ represented Pu11can-Hi f rom Region Iattorney - .; also recalled that
happened to be visiting the SEABROOK site that day and was alsohearing.

present in 6 office during the call.
.

'

$ 6 advised tnat after the conference call, he was tsshedile and
tr review inspection reporta, the WMPLER allegation fHe advised that h provided
other files located at SEABROOK.N his point of contact
information from these filas toHe opined that he vould have had conversations withh said he mayat Region I.
others at the Region to include 6have written a draf t of some of the sections in the RUSSE

LL

recorandum which he then had faxed to the Region.

11
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on August 1,1991, DIG rsinterviewed M (Exhibit 10) ."our assessment isHe was questioned regarding the statement,
that a 20% raject rate of radiographs during the first review by.

a Level III examiner is not unusual.' N stated thatassessment of what .

his best recollection was that this was dEEEEBp )
the FRC had found at other f acilities. 1

01G interviewed 6, Deputy Director, | Division ofEggggd bindicated he
|

(Exhibit 11).Reactor Frojects, Region 1
saw the RUSSELL zesorandum in the concurrence chain as he wasacting for Division Director M and he also concurred
for M who was not available. He could not recall having any
discussions regarding the substance of the document and indicated
he cade no changes to the memorandum when he saw it for

He did not knov who prepared the document, butconcurrence.indicated it cane out of 6 Projects Branch 3 in the
Division of Reactor projects, gphp3EEk said that many of the
issues raised regarding velding would have been Egggp> concern in
his pcsition in the Division of Reactor Safety i(n Region I.

former Regional Administrator of
OIG interviewed William RUSSELL,TUSSELL advised that the temorandum datedRegion I (Exhibit 12).
Tebruary 28, 1990, to ML'RLEY vas signed by M Deputy

RUSSELL stated he was on annual leave atRegicnal Adcinist er.

his residence in beginning Tebruary 26, and he did
return to the region intil March 5,1990. RUSSELL advised

the memorandur. before it was signed. He alsonot
that he did not ar tdid not recall any telephone discussions regarding the nerorandun
during the period he was en leave.
RUSSELL was questioned about Region'1's need to respond quickly
on Tehruary 28, 1990, to the concerns raised by Senator KENNEDY
in his letter dated Tebruary 27, 1990., RUSSELL indicated he did
not believe the cenorandun was unusual. He said there was a
process in the case of late filed or last minute alle(at ions tosci'd be arake a judgenent as to whether there -is sacething that
bar to licensing and to document the basis for that conclusion.

.

With respect to inaccuracies 'in the memorandum, RUSSELL
stated that when something is done in a hurry, there was always a

He indicated that the fundacentalpotentist for inaccuracies.,

i

purpose of the remorandun was to address whether there was anistua that would bar proceeding with a licensing decision. He
|

advised that Region I was confortable based on all the
inspections that had bcon conducted during the period of
construction to determine that these issues were not relevant tot

I a full-power license.
Branch Chief,OIG interviewed 6,ibit 13) .On Pty 13, 119), (Exh GERWeDivision of Feactor Safety, NRC Region I

advised that the Division of Reactor projects in Region I
12
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h could not recall who
initiated the RUSSE 11 memorandum. but recalled it came through

,

directed the document to be written, 6 a section chief in
hiso.' flee for concurrence and thatthe Division of Raaetor projects, asked him to reviev it.

S recalled that he draf ted parts of t.he document and wasinvolved in reviewing the 1section having to do with the " AllegedHe advised that
high-rate of rejection rates for radiographs."ha had an ad.. hec meeting in the hallway with M andLevel !!!
N who vere non-destnictive examination (NDE)6 recalled asking, "Does atechnicians assigned to his staff. He20% veld reject rate sound like a big number to you?"
indicated the response was no, it's high, but it's not unusual.
6 related that he could not recall if 6 who also -

had radiographic technical eq,erience, was a party to that
conversation, but that af ter the seating he asked certain staf fM advised
eenbers if that percentage was unusually high.to the best of his knowledge, no one had a dissenting

W also indicated that the statement regarding thethat,

204 reject rats as not being unusual was already in the RUSSELLopinion.
M stated he just

resorandum at the time he reviewed it. field"
vanted to confirm that the statement was not "out in leftmen furtherand that das what prerpted-the M11vey meeting, 6
advised he did not write the section, but he did edit it.
reported that M ray have written this section of the RUSSELL
tenerandum, but he did not know that for a f act.

94WD indicated at the time the RUSSELL memoranduz was being ~

prepared, he did not knov that WM'.PLER had been revieving
radiographs which had been previously reviewed by a Level III.it would definitely be unusual for a Level III
to be reviewing fila previously revleved by another Level III and

-

uuss stated that
-

finding a 20% reject rate.
fro: HRC Headquarters, h thoughtWith respect to pressure"

there was a perceived need to get the job done to meet the
licensing schedole of the comission, and he f elt pressure to aRegarding what could
certain extent as did other staf f members.have been done dif f erently, 6 stated:

In 20/20 hindsight if we knew that everybody was going
to go over each word of this document with a

eagnifying glass, in retrospect, ve vould have

spent a whole lot mura time putting .t
probablytcgether, but that's not the vain it was generated in.
It vas from a reasonable assurance, do ve feel there
is sorething substantial here that's going to drive
us to go out and do new inspections after ve've spent
thousands and thousands of hours up there, and do ve
f eel comfortable with what's there today, based on the
record? The answer was, yes, we feel comfortable,
based on the record.

13
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on August 1,1991, CIG reinterviewed 6 at NRC, Region I
.

:

1EEEE was questioned regarding his role in153B indicated itJ
I

preparing or reviewing the russell memorandna.was ' pretty much put together* when he -aw it for con(Exhibit 14). currence. )

4Eggbvaguely resembered a conference en11 regarding Senator|
l d in .'

KINNEDY's questions, but indicated he had been invo veile this kind of
sultiple SEABRooK conference calls and "after awhdEqEE could not' recall the specific details

|
|but

that led to the initiation of the russell memorandum,all runs together.' >

ut of the
explained that very rarely had he seen anything go o
of fice (Region I) 4t that, level in one day.-

td
With respect to the 20% reject rate,WEREb again recoun eand W in the hallway andisspeaking with N"'Is a 204 reject rate on radiography,l,'

t unusua
that unusually high', and the response was 'it's no6 s' M e he could not remember ifasking the question,

"'"drB memorandum at thewe've seen.it before.''
W ar M read the draft of th& tire he asked the question. ( $ cm e. .v! 5 ' his view of the

1y4. Jeld defects, butflect veld
204 reject rate was that it incifdff toalso film quality questions that dif t's heaetsarily re
defects. based on his,

555E stated that his view of the 20% *. eject rate was
'

amount of
and his staff's inspection experience and the largeIEEEb indicated
radiographic film they had reviewed at SLABR00K.it was his belief that if 20% of the radiographs were be ng

i

'i identified
rejected on the first review, the problems were be ngthat

for correction and the system was working. at NRC, Region I
1991, CIG interviewed EEEEEEb recalled.

on May 14,
With respect to this issue,M and M who was in charge of the(Exhibit 15). Laboratory.sitting down with M

Re ion 1 Mobile Nondestructive Examination (NDE)an NDE Level III used the mobile laboratory to per ort 455555B recalled that
f

nondestructive'exabinations at SLABR00K.) indicated that a 20% reject rate was
'

6 advised that.he4EEEN, who was the expert,
not high in his ( m ) estimation.vievea the 20% reject rate as a rejection for any rHe indicated the

'

eason

roblems.
including fils.and administrativa experience and 1Eunumm>m indicated
initial assessment was based onsaying that a 20% reject rate was not unusual, initial draft of|

that amenn and JREEh probably put together :hella'borative effort
;
'

the russell pozorandum, but that it was a coand that ha-was certainly involved in the rev ew oi f the docun.ent.I

CIC intervieved 6 at NRC, Region I'

1991,E5555 advised he once worked from 1970 to 1986 asOn May 14,
1E urance

a r.anager of materials engineering within a quality ass(Exhibit 16). M stated he was
group for the pries contractor at SEABRo0K.now a reactor engineer and was familiar with radiograp

hs, but he

14
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was not a certified radiographer. 6 vas provided a copy of.

the RUSSELL sesorandus and he indicated that he was asked somequestions by M about the rejection rate, but he nowHe ir>dicated thatM
could not recall the percentage figure. asked him what he vould expect .vas a typical rejaction rate.

M stated that his expertise with respec't to reject rates was
-

Fased on his employment at the Settis Power Laboratory and with
-

He indicated that'ha told M thatthe Navy Nuclear Program.
shipyard welding reject rates of 10 to 30% on a first reviewHe stated that his response to 6was
would not be unusual.

,

just an opinion based on orperience, but he did no independentM indicated that if'

research to substantiate his response.the reject 16n rate was 20% on radiographs previously reviewed byWith respect to the
a Level I!!, that would be unt,sual. statement in the RUSSELL memorandum, Mconcludsd that the

,

i

reject rate was based on veld defects and did not includem advised that he
administrative or " paperwork" problems.
was speaking based on his experience of what he had seen in theWamur explained that
past and not as an expert in radiography.since his enployeent with the NRC, he had not been involved in
any inspections at St.ABRo0K.

1991, M was interviewed at NRC,
p advised he had conversations withon May 14-15,

Pegien I (Exhibit 17).
mum regarding the reject rate for radiographs with respect tothe RUSstLL zenorandum and had some input regarding that issue.
M said that he did not recall having a conversation with

-

p about the 20% reject rate although he discussed the issue
with M in sore detail. 6 stated he had some historicalHe provided acaterial with respect to velding reject rates.
list of veld reject rates based on radiography at four plants in

*

'

The reject rate for SEABROOK vas listedRegion I (Exhibit 18). LIMIRICK had a 7 - 9% rate for
,

a s 2 4 - 30% f or S ept en.ber 19 8 2 tHOPE CREEK listed a 46.67% rate for August 1983TheDecember 1982
and SUSQUERANNA listed rates fluctuating between 17 - 52%. indicate at what level the veld
historical raterial did not

i
'

-

-defetts were found.-

Mindicated he was not sure what WAMPLER's 20% reject ratemeant because it included rejects for both v1rld and fils quality|
'

W advised that the 24 - 30 t reject rate for
SEAbF00X in September 1982 was for velding defects only.defects.

1991, CIG contin e4 the interview of M concerning|

6 provided an excerpt from a response tof Cn May 15, ject rate. 1990 (Exhibit 19).tne 20% re
a separate KENNEDY letter da ted March 12,
M indicated his handwritten comments on page 2 of Exhibit 19 reflect that he did not know what that 20% veld reject meant and
that in order to understand what it represented, it would benecessary to find out how many reports were the result of veld

,

quality and how many were due to poor radiography technique.
W stated:

15
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Now you picture hypothetically 1,000 packages of film
that have been reviewed by only one person, a 14 vel

,

II and perhaps a Level II isn't a spectacular film
reader and now the 14 vel III is going through that *

looking at all these fila and hestack and he's
rejects 20% of it. Some of those rejects once again

-

are going to be because there's veld defects that the '

;

level II did not see and there's going to be a lot ofAnd

rejects probably of film that doesn't meet code.then somebody asks us, in my case, me, is that really
unusual. In that kind of situation I say that's
probably not unusual. I mean you brought this 1Avel
III in to be very particular and look at every --

-

and four out of the five film are r

I

possible detailacceptable and one out of five is tossed out, is that
unusual, I don't think so. So I would stay by that
statement today.

29, 1991, 6 was interviewed at his residenceW is a retired NRC ion Augustin W , 6 (Exhibit 20).
NDE 14 vel III who was assigned to Region I at the time of his j
retirenent as Project Manager for NDE for the five NRC Regions.

,,.

I

M recalled that 6 asked for his opinion of a 20%M advised that he had inspected welding
weld reject rate,
prograts in over 95 nuclear plants and would be one of the most
knowledgeable people in the country to give an assessment of a6 stated that be advised M that Hevelding program.
WAv.7LER's 204 reject rate of radiographs was not unusual. '

bs ed his assessment on what the reject rate had boon in the past
at SEABRooX, the turnover of 14 vel III radiographers at SEABRooK,
i. hat the 20% reject rate was not just for veld problems but.

includ.gd fils quality problems, and because it was the first
6 indicated that he knew WAMPLER .vas

review by a level III, reviewing r diographs that were backlogged, but_ it was his
understanding that this was the first review by a Level III.

In April 1990 Joseph WAMPLER was interviewed by the NRC statf.
During that interview he state 8 that some of the backlogged
radiographs that he reviewed were previously revieVed by a
Pu11can-Higgins HDE 14 vel III.

olG reviewed the'NRC Independent Review Team (TET) Report~ Tssues at -

we lding_and 1 pndestgueti_v_e Examinat1SD
ELRrc-1(25. dated July 28, 1990. The IRT
stBregLliu.q1s st..it.9ti,qhdetermined that some of the backlogged weld packages that WAMPLER

;
'

reviewed had pr'aviously been examined by a Pullman-Higgins NDEt

'

Level III.

During the course of the interviews regarding who was involved in
the preparation of the RUSSELL memorandum, it should be noted

16
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N , currently the
that a number of individuals including h Section chief,Region I, and
Regional Administrator,jects, Region I, believed that W ,ARR00K during
Division of Reactor Prothe Senior construction Resident Inspector at 5E LL
construction, participated in the preparation of the RUSSEThe OIC investigation determined EEEEE vas not
involved in the document preparation as he was on knnual leave.

.

memorandum.

It should also be noted that regarding the Westion of whatcaused Region I to conduct an expedited review of the concernformer Resident Inspectors of
. i

Joseph WAMPLIR, onlyat SEABROOK, recalled the details leading up to the preparat on
of the RUSSELL sesorandua.

rindines
The 010 investigation was unable to determine who wrote the"Our assessment is that a 20% reject rate of2.
radiographs during the first review by a L4 vel III exacinerstatenant,

The-lack of knowledge within Region I
concerning who wrote the statenant is indicative of ais not unusual." the

vulnerability in the review and concurrence process for,

RUSSELL temorande.a.

The NRC officials who reviewed this statement provided the
02G vith little factual support for their concurrence.

.2.

The assurption sade by Region I that WAMPLIR's reviev wasd radiographs
the first HDE L4 vel III review of the backloggeSome of the radiographs were previously3.

pr'eved incorrect.exarined by a L4 vel III. .

The staterent was also unclear about whether the assess wntof the reject rate vas based on industry vide statisticalinspection experience at SEABROOK4.

data or related to pastIt was also unclear whether tho' reject
Nuclear Station. rate assessment was based strictly un veld defects or

-

included film quality and adninistrative arrors.
This investigation developed no information to indicate that

'

the Region 1 assessment was an attempt to mislead thecongress by providing f alse or inaccurate information.
5.

!
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on January 3,1964, Joseph WAMP12R, a radiographic technician for
the Pullman-Niggins company at sEABRo0K station, was fired. He

was allegedly dismissed for improper conduct and causingWAMPLZR filed a -

dissension between annagement and technicians. '

complaint with the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) on January 8,
(Exhibit 21) claining he was fired for bringing a safety1984, In a letter toviolation to the attention of management.

WAMPLER, the DOL indicated their investigation did not verify
that discrimination was a factor and coneluded that WAMPLER's

'

allegations were unprovable and 8this investigation disclosed
that discharge was due to your inability to maintain a
satisfactory working relationship with other managementWAMPLER appealed the finding of the DCL
enployees (Exhibit 22).a

investigation.
This appeal resulted in a DOL hearing on March 19, 1984 (Exhibit

On March 20, 1984, WAMPLER and representatives of the7).Pu11ran-Miggins conpany entered into a settlement agreement
(Exhibit 23). A provasion of that agreement states, "Neither
party vill discuss or disclose the facts of this case except if1

ordered to do ao Ay raurt, _ tribunal or agency of competent
~

jurisdiction."
In his Tebruary 27, 1990, letter to chairman CARR, senator
KENNEDY questioned whether any= settlement agreement between
WAMPLIR and Pullaan-Higgins inhibited or discouraged WAMPLER f ron
inferr.ing the NRC of his concerns about veld radiography.*

The recorandus from William RUSSELL to Dr. MVRIZY dated Tebruary
28, 1990, (Exhibit 2) states, 'The settlement agreeLent did not
deny NRC inforzation on the examiner's concerns, since as stated
in the Dot transcript, he had already reported those concerns.a,

In a March 15, 1990, response to KENNEDY, the NRC stated: ,

dated March 20,A copy of the settlement a reement
1984, signed by Mr. WAMPLER and M, his counsel;theM, for Pullman-Wl ns; ,

'

counsel for Pu11ran=Miggins is enclosed. The

agreernent provides that the parties will not discuss
the facts of this case unless ordered to do so by a
court, tribunal or agency of competent jurisdiction.
It dcas not prohibit the plaintiff frca reporting or
discussing his findings regarding radiographic records
since these findings were not the facts of the case
in question.

1990, (Exhibit
Relevant to this issue is a letter dated March 14,, Project Director, office of Nuclear
24) from

18
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In thisReactor Regulation {NRR), trRC, to Joseph NAMPLER.

letter, the NRC advised NAMPIEA

The Nuclear Regulatory cazzission (NRC) has recently .-
become aware of a settlement agreement between you andThis settlement agressent containsPullman-Niggins. ,

language which can be interpreted to restrict yourPleaseability to freely com.aunicate with the NRC.
be aware that on April 27, 1989, the NRC sent lettersnuclearto all utilities, major architect-engineers,l11 ties,steam supply systen vendors, fuel cycle fee
and major materials licensees concerning provisions
in settlement agreements which would be interpreted -
to restrict the settling party or parties from
coraunicating safety concerns to the NRC. The April

letter is enclosed for your information,27, 1989,

our Regional Of fice in King of Prussia, PA, has

contacted you to determine whether you have
infernation concerning potential safety issues whichAsbeen previously provided to the NRC.have not
stated in the enclosure to this letter the terms of
your settlement agreenent can not restrict your~ ,

coraunications with NRC.
-

Investientive issues

Did the NRC have a suf ficient basis for the statement that thesettle: ent agreement did not inhibit or discourage Joseph WAMPLER
inforning the NRC about his safety concerns?frc:

~
.

Detaffs .

OIG interviewed Mvho advised he had no. involvement in
'

preparing the statement that appeared in the RUSSELL memorandut|

regarding the settlement agreement and believed that the|

statenent was prepared by someone in the Division of Reactor;

!

Projects.

With respect to the res ense to KENNEDY, M indicated he rayrecalled that during an inspection of
have had sone input.AT AIGC0K in March 1990, 6 of NHY gave his a copy of
the settlenent agreement. W advised that he was not a lavyer,
but when he read the settlenent agreement he did not find
anything that explicitly precluded WAMP11R from reportingW was not sure if he drafted or just
inforestion to the NRC.reviewed the response to XENNEDY and he did not knov if the

.

response had been reviewed by the Region I Regional Counsel.
O recalled that at that time no one in the region construedthe agreenent as prohibiting WAMPLER from coming to the NRC vith

M indicated it was not until the issue wassafety concerns.
.

19
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forwarded to NRC Naadquarters that OGC became involved and 1

determined that the language could be considered restrictive.
senior Resident Inspector for construction (Exhibit

6 ,that he reviewed the response to Senator RENNEDY that
25) stated Ne indicated
was written by M and did not disagree with it.he believed the settlement-

'

that as a layman and not a lavyar, issues in contention which were
agreement related to the specificHe advised that the issQs of the
the whistleblever complaints. DOL hearing was about the unauthorised crossing of radiationM stated
barriers and-not about the review of radiographs.
however, if an NRC lawyer had told him the settiament agreement
was restrictive, he would have accepted that 70sition.

N Regional Counsel for Region I (Exhibit 26) advised !

that she assumed her duties on a full time basis in .7anuary 1990. |

she indicated that she was not involved in the preparation of the
RUSSELL tesorandum or Chairman CARR's response to senator 6 could not recall anyone

,

'

15, 1990.
KENNEDY, dated Marchrequesting her advice regarding the response to questions about
the settle:ent agreesent. '

N advised that to the best of his knowledge, the
statement in the RUSSELL memorandum regarding the settlementagreenent was prepared by Region I based on the results of theconference call.
previously described Tebruary-28,1990,6 said that he believed the RUSSELL samorandum reflectsW was the attorney who
the legal opinion of 6 Esq. represented Pullean-Higgins during WAMPLER's DOL hearing.

~

i d

With respect to Senator XENNEDY's question, N bel eve
,

h he
that he corpiled the inforsation for that response althoug

'

He tated that
could not specifically recall drafting it. did not believe
although he was not an attorney, he ( I i ion
WAMPLIR vas ' restricted as the case in question involv d rad at

*

safety violations. s -

6 advised that he had agreed with the statement in the
.

RUSSELL nenorandun regarding the WAMPLER settlement agreement.To his
He was not sure how*such of that section he had drafted.knowledge, the response had not been reviewed by an attorney inhave been reviewed by an attorney at NRC! Region 1, but it ma thought it was extremely dif ficult for

| d

ar.yene who did not have a law background to tell what was cos reheadquarters,
He also advised that at the tire

'

by the ssttituent agreesent.the RUSSELL semorandum was written, Region I believed
that th3y

,

knew all of WAMPLER's concerns.
, Division of Reactor Projects, 4,

NRR, regarding the letter which was sent to WAXPLER on March 16 advised he was aware of the letter, but he was on
O!G interviewed

He
leave at the time and not involved in its preparation.1990.

2D
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advised that the letter was signed for his b who was

acting for him and that M or may have
information concerning the letter (Exhibit 27).

6 Division of Reactor Projects, NRR, was interviewed
regarding the letter sent to WAMPLER (Exhibit 28). As

"

1989, the NRC sent -

background, W recalled that on April 27,
letters to all NRC licensees asking them to review their
settlement agreements to ansure they did not contain restrictiveHe advised that in response to this letter, Mlanguage.M , currently NNY President, advised the NRC that
WAMPLER's settlement agreement did not contain restrictive

M advised that the NRC Office of Investigationslanguage.(o!) conducted an investigation involving 6 response.
QUAY indicated that 01's investigation did not conclude that
6 had knowingly misled the NRC because it appeared that
he accepted the opinion of6 the attorney who
represented Pullman-Higgins during WAMPLER's DOL hearing.
According to 6 6 concluded that the nondisclosure clause
did not restrict WAMPLER from talking about safety issues with
the NRC.

W opined that the settlement agreement could be construed to
be restrictive, but it was more on the " benign" and of the scale
as compared to restrictive language he had seen in other
settlement agreements. 6 could not recall if he provided OGC
with a copy of the WAMPLER settlement agreement, but he indicated
that in othe cases settletent agreements vould be reviewed by

or N , OGC. 6 advised he was not
involved in the preparation of the RUSSELL memorandum or the *

letter from ,Chairzan CARR to Senator KENNEDY.

6 , OGC, was interviewed about the March 15, 1990,
letter from chairman CARR to Senator KENNEDY (Exhibit 29).genummun stated that he consulted with h and
6 OGC attorneys, and all were very confidenti

they had not previously reviewed this document.
o!G contacted M in the office of the Secretary of the
coreission and requested copies of the voting sheets regarding *A reviewthe correspondence forwarded to XINNEDY and KOSTMAYER.
of the voting sheets indicated that the KENNEDY correspondence
had been reviewed by M , OGC.

M(Exhibit 30) advised he did not have a transcript ofI HeWAMPLER's DOL hearing at the time he reviewed this response.
( indicated that his review of the question was a short order

assignment and that he looked at it basically to see if anything
'

m further advised that hadwould " jump out" as being amiss. 1990,he known about the NRC letter sent to WAMPLER on March 14,
he would have looked more closely at the ansvar to KENNEDY's
question.
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o!C interviewed 6 WRC Deputy General Counsel,15, 1990, letters to XENNEDY
regarding his review of the MarchThe CIC had obtained routing slip:
and KoSTMAYER (Exhibit 31).(Exhibit 32) which indicated that the two(NRC Forls 414) 12, 1990. .

documents were given to m for review on March
m advised that he would have reviewed the responses for the

-

staf f only to see if there was anything that he thought was wrong
and also did it contain legal conclusions.
m said that he had not seen a transcript of the WMPLER DOL
hearing and that he had not focused on the issue of whether theWhen he reviewed
WMPLIR settlese~nt agreement vaa restrictive.
the letters to XINNEDY and KOSTMAYER, W said he had notM aaid

carefully read the WMPLER settlement agreement.that if he had done so, he would have asked if the agreement had
been revieved by the Region 2 Regional Counsel or other OGCe said he had no recollection of having done so.attorneys,

Tindiner
The prinary basis for the NRC conclusion concerning the
restrictiveness of the settlement agreenent was from1.
information supplied by 6 , the attorney forRegion I did notPullcan Higgins in the WMPLER m.atter.
obtain an independent analysis from their ovn NRC legal

e

-

counsel.
The review of the NRC response to senator KENNEDY by the*

office of the General Counsel at NRC Headquarters did not2. *

include consideration of basic documents needed for a legal
, review.

.

The representations _jn the NRC lettar to Joseph WMPLER on1990, were inconsistent with the statecents in the3.
1990. TheMarch 14,

NRC response to Senator XINNEDY on March 15,
lett'er to WMPLER stated that the NRC believed the language
in his settlement agreecent could be interpreted to restrict-

The letterhis ability to freely coraunicate with the NRC.
to Senator KENNEDY stated that the agreement did "not
prohibit the plaintif f from. reporting or discussing his
findir.gs regarding radiographic records...."

.
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III A. Baekeround - 100% Review of weld Radiocrache - RossrLL
Memorandua

The RUSSE 11 memorandum states, "Further, after the alleger
departed the site, the licensee performed a 100% check ofA.
the radiographs (Enclosure 8, pages 91 and 92) . . . ."

'

50-443/90-80
Enclosure 8 refers to NRC Inspection Report (IR)(Exhibit 33).The
dated February 7, 1990, pages 91 and 92"Also as documented in CAT IR
inspection report stated, in part,the licensee conducted an
84-07 and discussed in IR 85-31
wh' ether provided by vendors or shot by site contractors." independent third party review of all RT film stored onsite,
Investientive issues
Did the NRC staff provide incorrect information in the RUSSE 11
memorandum regarding the 100% review of rkdiographs following
WAMpLER's termination from the Pullman-Higgins company?

Did FBc inspection Report 90-80 contain incorrect information
with respect to its characteriration of inforsation in Inspection
Reports 85-31 and 84-077

Deteils
The bases for the representations in the RUSSELL memorandum
concerning the 100% review were drawn from NRC Inspection ReportsThe relevant language in those documents is
85-31 and 84-07.page 12 of 1R 85-31 (Exhibit 34) states, in part:
listed below,

The inspector discussed the licensee's third party
' review of non-destructive examinations for dif ferentf abricators onsite and also the licensee program for
review of radiographic film for ' vendor supplied welds.
The third party review involved a random selection of
velds inspected by liquid penetrant, magnetic particle
and radiography. The licenses implemented this~

program until approximately April 1984, when it was
discontinued because additional problems were not
being found and very little activity requiring HDE
remained to be completed.

The inspector also reviewed the results of the

licensee's overview of radiographic film for venderTo date, the licensee has perfornedsupplied veld..
an- overview of virtually all vendor supplied

Where problema vere found, suchradiographic film.
as geonstric unsharpness falling to meet the ASMEcode, radiography was re-performed to site and repairs
were made, if necessary.
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Page A3 of IR 84-07 (Exhibit 35), states, in parts
.

in the area of nondestrictive examination, the NRC
CAT inspectors reviewed samples of radiographic filmAs the applicant's .

in final . storage in the . vault. '

progran does not provide for a review of radiographs
-

by the. applicant's NDE organisation prior to their
-

storage in the vault, samples of film were selected
that had befn reviewed by the applicant's organisation
as well as film that had not been reviewed prior to

No deficiencies were identified with
-

vault storage.
the radiographs that had received the applicant's
reviews however, deficiencies were identified by the
NRc CAT inspectors with the radiographs which had not
been reviewed by the applicant.

Page V-1 of IR 84-07 states,
the inspection of NDE activities, the . NRcDuring Inspectors reviewed

construction Appraisal Team (CAT) inal storage in the
sarples of radiographic film in f
vault. The NRc CAT inspectors reviewed a sample of ~

film which was reviewed by the applicant's- NDE
organization as well as film which had not- been
reviewed prior to vault storage. No significant
problers were identified involving film- that was
reviewed by the applicant's NDE organization.
However, several irregularities were identified
involving film that had not been reviewed - by the

-

applicant. .

020 interviewedW concerning 'the statement in theHe
russell menorandum regarding the 2004 review of radiographs.He indicated he did not

stated that he originated the response. intend for that statement to be interpreted to mean that thei

licensee began the 100% review after WAMPLER left the s te. advised that WAMPLER was still reviewing backlogged
The 100% check of radiographs was

film at the time he was fired.in progress at the time, but not cospleted until af ter WAMPLER
i

,

6 stated he originally had written that thebut it was actually in
~

left.
review was completed af ter WAMPLER lef t.He indicated that someone must have felt
progress at the time.that his original description was too confusing and shortened the

He stated that when a document is run through a
conc.rrence chain, changes are made and " things get blurred."stat sent.

6 acknowledged that he could understand how the.statenant could be interpreted to mean that the 100% reviev began
However he advised that Yankeeafter WAMPLER departed.the site..

Atomic Electric company (YAEC) was performing a 100% review evenHe stated that he obtained that
before WAMPLER was hired.information from an allegation file at the office of the SRI.

-
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o!G intervieved 6 who advised that he was on annualleave from Tabruary 26 through March 3,1990, and was notWithinvolved in the preparation of the RUSSELL memorandum.
respect to the 100% YAEC review,6 acknowledged that he knew '

He
the statement in the RUS$tLL Demorandum was not correct.stated that his interpretation of the memorandum was t. hat the .

2004 review did not start until WAMPLER departed the site. 6
stated this was clearly a misstatement because he knew it had
occurred earlier. He opined that this misstatement was due to
his absence during the preparation of the memorandus and because
the individuals who prepared 'it did not have all the facts.

During the OIG interviews of 6 and @, they were
asked about the third party review of randomly selected weldsThey both advised that it referred to asentioned in IR 85-31.contractor that YAEC hired to repeat samples of nondestructive
examinations. W and 6 advised that this pr ram

was separate from the YAEC radiograph review function.1984,
provided a copy of a YAEC tenorandum dated March 2,
(Exhibit 36) which indicates the NDE ves performed by MagnafluxThis third party reverification was in keepingQuality Services. Procedure No. 5,with YAEC Tjeld Quality Assurance Manual (TQAM)
Rev. 1 Section 5 (Exhibit 37) and YA.EC Specification Nur.ber NDE
1, (Exhibit 38).

interviewed p regarding this issue. M -

DIGindicated he did not believe he was involved in writing the
state ent and thought that it was probably compiled by 6 orHe indicated that it

p based on inspections at Sr.ABRo0X.certainly gave the impression that the licensee began the 100%
~

review after WAMPLER departed the site. -
,

0.1G interviewed 6 regarding the statement in the
RL'SSELL re:orandum and he indicated he did not think he wasinvolved because his knowledge of the 100% t'eview was minimal.
W also advised that he had not written the statement referredto in IR 90-80 concerning the independent third party reviev-

-

but did not Antv(page 92). 6 signed this inspection report, M advisedspecifically who vrate that particular section.
that 6 vas the person most knowledgeable regarding the
100% review program.

'Also asThe 01G reviewed the statement in NRC IR 90-80, t.h edocuurnted in CAT IR 84-07 and discussed in IR 85-31;
Ifeensee conducted an independent third party review of all RT
filu stored on site, whether provided by vendors or shot by site
contractors."

,

it centions a third
01G reviewed IR 85-31 and deternined that

.:

party review involving a random selection of welds, but it didIR 85-indicate all velds were given a third party review.
31 also centions that the licensee performed an overview ofnot
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virtually all vendor radiographs, but did not aantion on siteThe CIG review of IR 85-31 did not substantiate a
.

100% review of all safety-related weld radiographs.fabricators.

The CIG reviewed IR 84-07 and determined that it referred to.

radiographs in final storage in the vault that had not beenHowever it did not provide supporting evidence-

reviewed by YAEC.
to indicate all film stored on site would be reviewed.
rindines

YAIC did not begin the 100% review of radiographs after ~

WAMPLER'S termination from the Pullman-Higghns Company.1.
This review of Pullman-Higgins radiographs was already
engoing at the time of WAMPLZR's termination.

The report's review and concurrence process for the RUSSELLThe inaccuracy regarding the review2.
memorandum was flawed.being conducted after WAMPLER's departure occurred when theThe
author's draft was altered without his knowledge.
investigation was unable to determine who made that change,

Inspection Report 90-80 miscSaracterized statements inContrary to3.

Inspection Reports 85-31 and 84-07. representations in Inspection Report 90-80, these inspection
reports do not substantiate that a 100% review of
radiographs was conducted by YAIC.

III B. Pachetound - 100% Review of weld Redi?ornobs - ceneressean-

FoSTM)YER
,

The RUSSELL seeorandue stated that after the alleger departed the -The
site the licensee perforned a 100% check of the.fadiographs.
RUSSELL recorandum based this ' representation in part on'

Inspection Report 84-07.
, --

.

On March 7, 1990, Congressman KOSTMAYER vrote a letter toHe asked the NRC to explain what
Chairman CARR (Exhibit 3).portion of IR 84-07 supported the 100% radiograph review claired'

in the RUSSELL memorandus.
In a March 15, 1990 letter (Exhibit 5) to Congressman KOSTMAYER,
tha NRC 2ewponded to the question involving IR 84-07 by stating
the followings

The program and procedures [100% review) described in
-

the answer... Vere in place and in use at the time ofi
Team (CAT) inspection....

Construction . Appraisal
Section V of that report is quoted below:
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'During the inspection of NDE activities,' the WRC CAT
.

inspectors reviewed samples of radiographic film in
final storage in the vault. The NRC CAT inspectors
reviewed a sample of film which was reviewed by the
applicant's NDE organisation as well as film which had -

not been reviewed prior to vault storage. No .

significant problems were identified involving film
that was r6 viewed by the applicant's NDE organisation. ,

However, several irregularities were identitled
involving film that had not been reviewed by the
applicant. ' -

If the film in which the irregularitils were
identified by .the CAT inspectors hed been final
accepted radiographs, enforcement actions would haveInstead, the CAT inspectors recognisedbeen pursued.
that the licensee's program required the noted YAEC'
review of all safety-related vendor and site generated
radiographs. In documenting the dif forence between
the radiographic film which had been reviewed by the
applicant and that which had not, the CAT inspectors

,, highlighted the fact that thespecifically
radiographic review process would have represented a
regulatory concern had it not been for the applicant'sMance, this area of inspection wasreview process.
not listed as one where either potential enforcement
actions or significant weaknesses were identified.

Investiaative Issues
Did the NRC response to-Congressman KOSTMAYER justify how
Inspection Report 84-07 supported the RUSSELL zamorandus's claim-

of a 100% review by YAEC7
-

.
'

Details -

6, a self employed HDE~IAvel III examiner who vas
a contract zer.ber of the NRC CAT Inspection Team during IR 84-07.

advised that the team leader for this inspection
was 6). h indicated that he reviewed(Exhibit 40
radiographic film packages during the inspection and documented
his review in a draft report for the team leader.
In a subsequent telephonic interview, 6related that he31, 1984,
had located a copy of his rough draf t dated MayM recalled that with(Exhibit 41).
regarding IR 84-07 respect to Pullman-Higgins radiographs, problems were discoveredThe conclusion| those radiographs not reviewed by YAEC.

draft report states, "The CAT inspector feelsin on1

that, due to the numerous findings on radiographs that have notreceived YAEC review, there is a need to continue a 100% overview
of

<

!

With respect to YAEC
progran on contractor and vendor fila."|

i
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procedures, m finding was, "The procedures do not
specify the amount of time the 100% contractor review will
continue or any intent to perform a vendor review."

6 former Tean 14ader for NDE during Inspection 84-
07, was interviewed by the CIG (Exhibit 42) . W advised .

that he was not contacted by the WRC staff in response to the
K0sTMAYER questions regarding IR 84-07. He indicated that at the
time of the inspection, he believed that YAEC was reviewing only
lot of the final radiographs of vendors and site contractors,
inciuding Pullman-Higgins. According to6, YAIC was not
stoing a 1004 review of the veld radiographs that had been
reviewed and approved by Pullman-Hi% gins. 6 advised that

!

the licenses was told during the inspection that because of thethe licenseenumber of deficiencies found by the NRC inspectors,icensee '

6 said tht lvould have to review all film.corsitted to do a 100% review of all radiographs and this was the
reason for not taking enforcesant action as a result of IR 84-

He also advised that af ter this inspection, YAEC asse out' 07.with a formal procedure to review all saf ety-related wid
radiographs.

DIC interviewed 6, NRC Region I, who was a mer.ber of the
CAT inspection team that conducted IR 84-07. 6 advised that
he was not involved in the preparation of the response to
Congressnan KOSTMAYrR's question. 6 said that at the tine of
CAT Inspection 84-07, he was not made aware of the 1004 review by i

He did not learn about the 100% reviev unti16YArc.6, a YAIC NDE Level II informed his one to three years af ter -

IR 84-07 was completed. -

vas ini.erviewed and stated that he was faciliar with
the language contained in IR 84-07 bec)use he used it inMresponding to the questions from KENNEDY and,_KOSTMAYER.
advised that it was his understanding that the vendor film which
came in with velded corponents had not been reviewed by YAEC

-

but'vas stored in theduring the time frame or ins'pection 84-07,
vault.

#

6 acknowledged that he did not become aware of the YAEC 100%
review of Pullnan-Higgins radiographs until sometime in 1983
after the * M incident" (referring to the Pu11can-HigginsHe indicated itNDE technician convicted of f alsifying records).
was at this tire that sonsone probably told him the licensee was'

reviewing all the contractor radiographs. In respor.s,e to the
question of why the 100% reviev was not clearly stated in an NRC
inspection report, psaid that= inspection reports normally
highlight problems and it was not necessary to doeurant this
review in aa inspection report.
010 intervieved6 YArc Quality Assurance Engineer,
NDE Level II (Exhibit 45). He advised that he was employed by
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YAEC since March 1980 and had been involved in t e reradiographs. 6Was asked to earplain the YAEC pro 6 stated he was told to
cedure used

Be indicated atf rom 1980 through 1984 at SEA & ROOK. which required areview all radiographs of safety-related welds.
that time there was no formal \'uc procedurepart or the surveillance program.
Mecalled that when on sue welding commenced, YAEC looked

..

2004 review, but it was done (
-

idence in the
at all radiographs in an ef fort to gain confi t a lower
Pullman-Higgans program so that' they could rev ew aHe indicated that this confidence level was nevert the 1004 level.
achieved which required continuing the review apercentage.

M advised that Vbndor supplied film was stored in the vault.t as yet been
He indicated when they accepted this film it had noHe recalled that from 1983 through 1985 that

and a review done on all thereviewed by YAEC. He indicated that hefilm was pulled out of the vault,
safety-related radiographs in the system. C inspectors about
was not sure if anyone at YAEC had told the NR7

the 2004 review during the course of IR 84-0 . |lity Assurance '

010 interviewed 6 YAEC Lead QuaEngineer responsible for Quality Assurance and Qua6_y control at
lit i

explained
(Exhibit 47). i w was conducted

SEABROCK from 1981 through 1987that from 1980 through 1983, the YAEC 200% rev eHe indicated that YAEC never got
i required

into a sampling mode because the results of the rev ewunder a surveillance program.
With respect to why YAEC formalizedW acknowledged

them to continue at 100%.their procedure of the 2004 review in 1984,6 dure. He

that it was his decision to forma 11ae the pr ceindicated that he did not kncv what precipitated t
his decision.

*

d that YAEC had a

The' NRC response to Congressaan KOS7MAYER statef ormal procedure in placu to conduct a 100% review otime of Inspection 84-07.
f all safety--

The
being Qualityrelated weld radiographs at t)tt

response identified the YAEC formal procedure asEngineering Group (DEG) NDE Review Group Procedure
65 - Rev. O.

dated May '14,1984 (Procedure 5).. insp9ction was
The OIC examined IR 84-07 and determined that the1984, and MaTf 14
conducted between April 23 through May 4,The CIC reviewwd ProcedLre 5 andf ty-rcisted'

deteroined that it did not specify a review of all sa ethrough May 25, 1984.
or July 5,1984, this procedure was revised

weld radiographs.The revision called for a review of all safety-
(Exhibit 37).related weld radiographs. , Director of Quality Programs, New

1991 (Exhibit $2).
CIC interviewedHarpshire Yankee (NHY) on September 26,W indicated that YAEC did not have a written procedure torelated radiographs until the July 5, 1984,

This revision occurred after thereview all cafetyion.
Procedure 5 reviscompletion of Inspection 84-07.
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Findinal

The CIC 13vestigation deterisined that Inspection Report 84-
07 did not support the NRC's representation to Congressaan1.

about the 2004 review of all safety-related veld
|

.

KOS2MAYIR
radiographs.

Contrary to the NRC's response to Congressaan KOSTMAYER,
,

the OIG investigation found that during NRC Inspection2.
84-07, YAEC did not have a written procedure that required
the review of all safety-related vendor and site generated

-

ratiographs.

.

O

W
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Baekeround - JoseDh WAMPLERes 16 Monconformance manerts!Y.
on January 3,1984, Joseph WAMP12R, an NDE 14 vel III for the
Pullman-Higgins company at SEABRooR, was fired allegedly for
ieproper conduct and causing dissension between sanagement and .

- .,

technicians.
On January 6,1984, WAMPLER telephoned 6. M
prepared a sur, mary (Exhibit 53) of the conversation which
categorized WAMPLER's allegations ast --

He feels he was terminated from his position by
*

2. Pullzan-Higgins (P-H) annagement on 1/3/84 for-

officially raising radiation safety concerns,
verbally and in writing, to P-H annagement

on 12/28/83. He feels it was hispersonnelresponsibility as the Radiation Safety officer
to raise these concerns.

2. The specific concerns that Mr. Wampler raised
involved alleged violations of NRC, state & site
rules (eg: 10 CPR, Part 34) regarding access to ~

radiographic areas. He stated he had documented
evidence of unauthorized entry into a radiation
area with the radiography source exposed and
without the radiographer-in-charge's permission.
This alleged entry was made by am

u tvisor. Mr.6 ', the P-H third shift NDE
Wa.pler also alleges that , a QC

Supervisor, also has verbally admitted to ,

crossing radiation boundaries without the
radiographer-in-charges's permission. Mr.
Warpler also indicates he has in his possession-

a letter, addressed to the NRC and s|,qned by 8
NDE technicians, complaining of te alleged~

violations of radiation boundaries bWhen asked, Mr. Wampler indicated that he did
not know of any overexposures as a result of
these alleged vi,olations.

1984, telephone callM's docuser.tation of that January 6,
also lists under additional concerns and statements made by''At the time of tarvination Mr. WapplerWAMPLER the following He doesn'thad apprc. imately 16 nonconformance reports to write.
know how these would now be handled."

.

1984, menorandum, 6 ) Region I,In a January 10, (Exhibit 54 indicated thatActing office Allegation Coordinator,should be informed by letter that histhe alleger (WANPLER)
concerns about the unwritten nonconformance reports would be
reviewed during the next routine inspection at SEABROOK.

31
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In a January 12, 1984, memorandum from N . Chief, M(Exhibit 55) ,
Reactor Projects section 2A to Joseph WAMPLERmpletion of
stated, 'Your additional concern regarding t.he core in preparation
approxinately 16 nonconformance reports that wei d by this office
at the time of your termination vill be rev ewe SE,AhR00K site.'h
during a routine NRC Region I inspection at t eCongressaan

letter to chairman CARR, incomplete McRs1990,

In his March 7,KOSTMAYER asked "Was a review of Wazpler's 16Why did seabrook IR 83-22 notduring thGIf not, why not? il
zention the 16 incomplete NCRs which NRC offic a s,conducted? h subject of
period covered by IR 83-22, had stated would be t eThe NRC responded in part to this question as
the review?'

,

follovst
It was the staff's intent to review his concern

the tracking and closure process for
The inspector

inconplete work renaining when he lef t.regarding Waspler
examined two nonconformance reports that Mr.
had previously written along with other la processwas

to ensure that the turnover process kd
properly controlled and nothing had been overloo e .records i to

Mr. Wanpler had made no allegation of wrongdoir gIn fact,-

the NRC regarding the radiographic process.never received an allegation from Mr.-

s

Warpler regarding adequacy of the radiographic procesThe inspector concluded fromthe NRC has
t ly

or installed equipnent.his review that Mr. Wanpler's concerns were adequa e
addressed. nonconformance-

z '

The reason for not rentioning 16 or anything
in the NRC's inspection report f act that heh

that might implicate Mr. Waepler was t erequested that NRC not notify Pullman-Higgins of
reports his

documented in theThis is
telephone report of January 5, 1984.

contact with the NRC.
'

-

not Nhb policy to use individuals'inspector's
i s

nanes or unnecessarily expose them d,< ring inspect on . inspection was performed as though the staf f were ,
it isFurther,

ocess
concerried about the details of the turnover prThe

ainuity betvoen Level III examiners.
and

Investfeative Issues that the Pullman -

Did the NRC take appropriate action to assureHiggin's Coepany properly dispositioned 16 p< eWAMPLER at the tire
t ntial non-

conformance reports being prepared by Joseph
of his termination?

.

i
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24,1990, WMP1.ER was interviewed by the NRC statt ,

on April
(Exhibit 56). Me was truestioned about the 16 matters he i

identified as potential NCT and stated,

Two of them were done. The rest of then were in a |'
.

'

cubbyhole for review to be written. They had all the i
J

paperwork I mean, t.here were notes on them that said,
'This one we need an NCR for this, this and this. '
I don't know what happened. I never logged then in,
and.I probably should have. I didn't kr,ow I was going |-

)
to be leaving.

|
!

9d that one of the NCRs he wrote concerned aWMPLER indict: !

welding issue involving an eight inch lack of fusion which the
NRC staf f was aware of and the second concerned the rejection of
previously acceptable film. WMPLER indicated he intended to
write NCRs on the others rather than repair orders because. |

"There was something about these,-you kreew, either misalignment,
'

or excessive lack of fusion, ... I don't remember all the
criteria that they set up that required you to write the NCR.*
He indicated at the time of the intervfew*be could no longer
identify what welds required an NCR because he never logged them

With respect to the turnover of this information he recalledin.the information was sitting in an office ' pigeon hole.*
CIC interviewed Joseph WMPLER (ExhibitOn September 10, 1990,nterview, WMPLER recalled that the day he vas

57). During this 's of fice and lef t a note indicating he had . ,

fired he went to. He furtherproblens, but he did not describe then in the note.'but was unable
indicated that after he was fired, he called '

) answeringto reach him and left sessages on his finally contactedWMPLER indicated that whenrachine.him, he had already retained.an att6rney who told his not to talkWMPLER related that he could not recall having awith the NRC. '-

conversation with 6 regarding the 16 NCRs. --

He InoicatedThe olo interviewed 6regarding this issue. .

that when he wrote the report of his telephone conversation with"
HeWMPLER it was clear to him that there were two allegations.I

recalled that one allegation concernsd crossing radiation safety
boundaries and the other was a whistleblower cosplaint aboutMWMFL:R being fired for reising those safety concerns.
advised that WMPLER's statement about the 16 NCRs was not anHe explained that-an allegation is a statament ofallegation.
wrongdoing and WMpLER never expressed vrongdoing concerns with
regard to the 16 NCRs. 6 advisaA it w wld not have been.

'

unusual-for WMPLER to be writing NC?s and that hit never

perceived this concern as a mistrbet of Pu11 ear.-R:.gginshat they plannad to Oween an CCR concerr. under
'

|-
| nanagener.t or indicated he was tolo it) Region I managenant to

the-rug."
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* figure out what happened to these 16 NCRs.* 6 indicated his
focus was not on the quality aspects of the NCRs but on WMPLER's
concern that the NCRs had been properly bandled.

Wreferred to combined Inspection Reports 82-22 and 83-15,
1984 (Exhibit 58). Ha advised that when hedatad Tebruary 17,

exacined the records at Pullman-Higgins, he found two NCRs that
WMPLER had written. He recalled conversations with N
W, the Pellman-Higgins Field Quality Assurance Manager and6, the First shif t HDE supervisor. M recalled
spending a few hours at Pullman-Higgins and being satisfied that
the transfer of functions would be properly handled and *When the
new Level III case in, he vould handle everything that hadn't
been signed of f by the old Level III." -

on July 23, 1991, the OIG interviewed M Chiefregarding his letter to WMPLER
operatsr Licensing Branch, NRR,and the NRC handling of the 14 NCRs .

1984,dated January 12,
(Exhibit $9) . 6 stated that it was his impression that the
16 NCRs vere rentioned tore as an af terthought and that the
allegations nade by WMPLER concerned safety violations related
to overexposure of radistion. He indicated that WMPLER
eentioned no satsty conce'rns regarding velding. M admitted
the NFC did not specifically identify the 16 NCRs that WMPLER
said needed to be yritten but did determine a system of records
turnover was in place at Pullt.an-Higgins. He continued that he*

vas satisfied with the way this was handled because .it was not an

allegation er a safety cona;ern. <

CIO reviewed CorbinscE Inspection Reports 83-21 end 83-15 pages '|'
f our snd five, dated Tebruary 17, 1984, which stated:

The inspector examined the coordination being ef fected-
_

'

to transfer functiona, recorda, and any uristing open ~

ite=s which need' to be tracked. Ha interviewed the
P-H Tlead QA Hanager and the nov int Shift HDE
Supervisor and spot-checked the in-proctss records of
the departing HDE Level III technician. The new I4 vel

'

reported to the site on January 23, 1944. The
TII
inspector also reviewed the P-H nonconformance report
log and deternined thkt the Inst two NCRs (5689 &
5773) initiated by the departed Leve) III had been
properly tracked and vore already dispositioned. ,

TJ usiana

The OIG investigation determined that the NRC did not identify 14
of the 16 potential NCits mentioned by WMPLER. NRC personnel

cade the decivion to focus in tead on the records turnovar
process following WMPLER's tarininntion which should hava
included NCRs bsing processed. SCRI q @ arplained that his
reasen for this decision was the existance of an b"aC policy not

34.
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The information concerning,

to disclose an alleger's identity. identified
the 16 NCRs was of a singular nature and would haveDuring this period M had been told by WMPJJR not6
to infor,s Pullman-Higgins of his contact with the NRC,WMP!2R, i the records

efforts during Inspsetions 83-22 and $3-15 to rev ewturnover process were in response to concerns raisedby WMPLER
, ,

about the 16 NCRs.
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b ekcround - The Informal Return of Radiooraohs_V.
10, 1990,

During the CIG interview of Joseph WAMP15.R on September
he alleged there were informal returns of radiograph packagesBy this WAMPLER seant that YAIC
from YAEC to Pullman Higgins.
vas returning radiograph packages to N11 man-Higgins withoutWAMPLER indicated that in November-

appropriate documentation.1983, he was rejecting 20% of Pullman-Higgins radiographic
packages and that N at YAIC vas rejecting 194 to 20%
of the radiographs that had been sent to him by Pullaan-Higgins.
WAMPLER advised that M vould return these packages to hin
without documenting the f act that YAIC had rejected them.-

WAMPLER stated, "Then eventually it vent to just a little memothat says what numbers he was brin ing back and that's the last Ias rejecting the
saw." WAMPLER indiceted that
radiographs for a myriad of problems including film, paperworkWAMPLER advised that the film that was being
and veld repairs. returned was film that had been approved by Pu11oan-HI

ins
of

WAMPLER stated that
personnel and sent to YAEC.YAEC was avare of the inforral returns as were Pullman-Higgina
supervisers 6 and 6
2nvestistative issues

~

7.s constitute a violation of 10
Would an internal system of retuDid YAIC informally return radiographs to'

CTR 50, Appendix B? Was the NRC avara of
Pullran-Higgins for corrective action?YArt's inferral return of rejected veld radiographs to the
Pat'ran-Higgins Corpany?

-

Beteils
CIG interviewed N. Deputy Executive Director f or
Nuclear Reactor Fe ulation, Regiont) Operations and Researchwas questioned rega! Jing the process ofI

i (Exhibit 62), WWNaseenindicated
infornal returns of veld radiograph packages.inforeal uhdochnented returns of radiograph packager. vould
constitute a violation of 10 CFR So, Appendix D.that

Mdiscussed the safety significance of informal retur'ns.
He indicated that if a licensen did not havc other methods toidentify deficiencies, the practice of infernally returning
radiographs could result in a safety problem.

a 1990 NRC Independentwo-kM than discussed * said the IRT did uncever '

peview Team (IRT) at s# a.r.w X. heir primary task vas to
10 CTR 50, Appendix B violations, As a result they did not listr

as.sure veld saf ety at SEA?R00X.
the viciations of Appendir B in the IRT report NUREG-1425.

,

M vas questioned concerning why inspections at $EABROOK inHe iredicated
the 1980s did not identify F. ore of the problems.4

A 36
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that NRC inspections did identify seme A pendix B problems and i

moticos of violation were issued. provided a perspective
regarding the NRC inspection program. He stated that in 1974 for
plants under construction the NRC-had less than one person per
year assigned and budgeted. He recalled that by 1984 they

-

probably hcd one resident in6pector budgetod. .

6 , YAEC Quality Assurance Engineer, was interviewed
and advised he could not recall an inforsal return of
radiographic film between YAEC and t' ullman-Higgins. He indicated
there were times when he or members nf his steif were in the
Pullaan-Higgins viewing area and would be requested to look at
film which hid not been officially submitted to YAEC for review.
He advised they would give an interpretation, but he clained the
intent of the program was that the film would be sent to YAEC in

dEEEEb5 alsoa forcal manner for review and acceptance.
ackncvledged that sometimes after he reviewed one or two weld
packages he would identify routine Pullman-Higgins paperworkHe stated that in this example he may return theproblems.entire batch of radiographs without identifying specific problems
or. a DR for each of the submitted packages. GEEBER> indicated he

'

dJd not consider these actions as constituting an informal return
.

or radiographs. GEEEEEb stated that when his review identified
deficiencies the radiographs would be sent back to Pullman- .

Higgins _and documented in a Deficiency Report (DR),
. .

@ war questioned-about a.. statement in NRC NURIG-1425, page
-2-2, that states, "from the start of the pi ing f abrication and
NDE processes to about-mid-1982, Pufinan-H1 gins pipe veld film
packages found unacceptable during YAEC rev ew of film for

-

acceptance were informally returned to Pullman-Higgins for
-correction." 34ggEE> indicated he could not recall talking with'

the NRC Independent Review Team (IRT) that prepared NUREG-1425
about inforzally returning radiographs to Pu11aan-Higgins other
than the-method he previously discussed.

e2G twterviewed w, YAEe s.nior Quality Assurance
Ingineer, NDE Level III (Exhibit 46) . He advised that he was-

|

involved in the YAEC Headquarters audit progr,am and only became
involved in reviewing radiographs when he was- required to make a
determination as- to whether a questionable radiograph was

He indicated he was not sure how YAEC returnedacceptable.
deficiencies .o Pullman-Higgins. 4EEEEEb stated that.he could not

'

recall any type of informal return of radiographs to Pullman-
.

. Higgins by YAEC.'

6 Y.AEC Quality Assurance Manager, was interviewedHeand' indicated there was an informal return of radiographs.
advised that th. Pullman-Higgins radiographic viewing station was
initially located a number of blocks from YAEC's location. In
order to expedite the process of film review, correction and
vault storage, the YAEC and Pullman-Higgire reviewers were

37
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subsequently co-located.- M explained that sometimes ald be
minor problem was identified in the paperwork and it wou6 also recalled that when YAEC wasPullman-
doing its surveillance, YAEC reviewers would go into thereturned informally. h
Higgins viewing room and when minor problems surfaced, t ei

ra io raphs would be informa11y' returned to Pullman-Higg ns.
'

-

adaltted that in each of these circumstances, the
'

i i

m advised that he was confident that allradiographs may have already been approved by Pullman-H gg ns.serious pr e sms

with radiographic film were documented.
-

g g2ng

~ the informal return of radiographs, N advised t atWith respect to the statement in NUREG-1425, page 2-2, re eh the NRC

1RT was referring to the early YAIC surveillance process6
conducted in the Pullman-Higgins wieving facility.i h re

advised, however, that he was not aware of a situat on w ei and it

was returned informally without writing up a def c encapproved Pullman-Higgins film was sent to YAEC for rev ewii y report.

ance Manager
CIC fatervieV2d 6 former Quality AssurBROOK from June 1978 until February
for Pullman-Higgins at stated that he could not recall at of

conversation with WAMPLER concerning the informal re urn1986 (Exhibit 60),
He indicated that he

radiographs te Pullaan-Higgins by YAEC. t s but

could not recall any parthcular instance of informal re urn ,it occurred.
hLsed on his experience, would not be surprised if

6said that he could not recall WAMPLER ever complaining
about informal returns,.

former Assistant Quality
CIC interviewed 6,Higgins at SEABRo0K from January
Assurance Manager with Pu11can m stated that he could not(Exhibit 61).
recall WAMPLIR ever expressing a concern regarding YAEC1980 to June 1986 R). p also
intorndly returning radiographs to him (WAMPLEif a weld had been rejected for a quality problem,

'

ted by YAEC. He

then that veld would probably have been documenstated that the program required that-if YAIC founHiggins, that veld
advised that d something

wrong with- a weld and sent it back to Pu11aan-report (NCR) in order to go
would require a nonconformance %rrected.
through a repair cycle and be c.

a former NDE Eevel II examinerDIG interviewed 6,t SEABROOK during WAMPLIR's period
erployed by Pullman-Higgins aEEEEb advised that when YAEC had ah packagethey
of empicytent . Exhibit 50).
preb3em with an approved Pullman-Higgins radiograpkage back to

would either call him over to YAEC or bring the pacHe indicated that if YAEC did not agree with hisd YAEC would
interpretation and the weld had to be raradiographe ,discuss it. He disclosed that Pullman-Higginsi ally the
leave the package with him.
had a document trahsmittal system and that YAEC had bas c1EEED recalled that if YAIC identified minor
saoe system.
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paperwork errors, he would go over to YArc and correct the
problem and it would not be documented as a deficiency.
0I0 interviewed 6, the former NDE Laval III
radiographic interpreter employed by Pullman-Niggins following

. .M related that whenWMPLIR's termination (E dibit 48) .M f ound prebless with approved Pullman-Miggins film, there
was a for:alized tvansmittal returning the packages to Pullaan-
Higgins including documentation which indicated the reasons for
not acceptin the packages. M recalled at least one occasion
when he and had an argument over film density and what was

@ related that in this case theyconsidered acceptable.
transmitted the packages back informally so that it did not
reflect that Pullman-Higgins was trying to submit poor film.
6 said that in his opin:p this film had already set the code.
M was interviewed regarding his knowledge of informal returns
as described by WAMPLER. M explained at the time when it
vould have occurred, he was not aware of it. With respect to

WMPLER's assertion that film was returned without documentation,I know hW stated, "I know Joe Wampler said that.I have no knowledge one way or ano,ther.said it didn't happen.
I couldn't corroborate either story."

Findines

in various ways, YAIC wasThe investigation determined that1. inf errally returning radiograph packages to Pullman-Higgins.

The practice of inferr. ally returning radiographs without2. documentation is a violation of 10 CTR 50, Appendix B.
-

,

The investigation did not develop any evidence to indicate3. of this practice during the period ofthe NRC was aware s

construction._

.::

I
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Baekaround - construction Defielaney menortino Recruirements

VI.

Subpart 10 CFR 50.55(e) imposes a reporting requirement onThey are to report eachconstruction pensit (CP) holders.
deficiency found in design and construction; which if it were to
have remained uncorrected could have adversely affected the '

safety of operations of the nuclear facility at any time
- -

i

throughout the expected lifetime of the plant.

On April 24, 1990, Joseph WAMPLER was interviewed by the NRC
.

'

Independent Review Team. He related that +n November 22, 1983,
he attended a meeting with YAEC employees W and,

6 (Exhibit 63) concerning YAEC's reject rate ofAccording to WAMPLER's ac, count, M and
approxazately 194.M indicated that YAEC was going to issue' a 50.55(e) report
because of concerns about the high veld reject rate and-
unreviewed radiographs being stored in final vault storage.

WAMPLER also advised that fils quality was a big concern of YAEC
and that they issued several deficiency reports (DRs) addressingSpecifically DR 527 was issued by YAEC
the lack of fila quality.1983, after a review of 184 Pullman-Higgins .on Decembsr 7, YAEC

radiegraphy packages that found numerous defici'encies. indicated that these film packages were completed in late 1982
and 1983 and signed off by numerous Pullman-Higgins 14 vel IIIsIn -

yet the deficiencies were not identified or corrected. Pullman-Higgins was requested to provide
response to DR 527,
corrective action and to determine what measures needed to beon December 7,1943, DR 527
irplenented to prevent a recurrence.was initially identified as a condition which required reporting

'

to the NRC in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55(s).
~

,

Investicative issues

Was Joseph WAMPLER'S allegation correct that YAIC decided toreport regarding high radiograph reject
issue .a 10 CTR 50.55(e)

*-
-

rates and then failed to do so?
.

Details

- During WAMPLER's interview with the oIC he was questioned aboutHe1983, con /ersation with 6 an 6his November 22,
stated that M told his YAEC was rejecting 19% of Pullman-WAMPLER indicated that 6 stated that he
HiJgins radiographs. He further reca11sd thatwanted to write a 50.55(e) report.
after his zoeting with 6 and W he had ne further"

conversations with them regarding the issuknee of a 50.55(e)
report.

oIG interviewed 6 who advised he could not recall a s ecific
4

22, 1983.

r.eeting with WAMPLER and M on Novemberrecalled conversations with WAMPLER regarding reject rates, but!

40
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indicated be could not razember a conversation of potentialhe vould
reportability in accordance with 10 CTR 50.55(e) becausei is
have expected WAHPl.ER to take up that issue with PullaanW gg n
management.

p vas questioned concerning conditions that require 10 CTRreporting, specifically with respect to DR 527 as it hadHe stated that if a condition had
- ~

50.55(e)been tarked for reportability. h it

an effect on safety and is significantly repetitive, t en At

should be initially identified as potentially reportable.i
and higher

that point there vould be an engineering evaluat on,
management would make a final determination regardingHe advised that he was never in a position toCTR

make the final determination on what was required by 10He would identify the deficiencies on a DR and it
reportability.

i
He opined

would be sent to a supervisor for a final decis on.50. 55(e) . tial
-

that DR 527 should not cave been identified as a potenHe believed this was a mistake made by an
50.55(e) condition. W
individual substituting for quality assurance engineer3

] i l
OIG interviewed W vho advised that he had very l u e
interaction with WAMPLER and that he could not now recall theeum could not recall any discussion

report. Hecontent of these meetings.
with WAMPLER on thw need to file a 10 CTR 50.55(e)i i

also could not ret all war.71.ER talking about the Pullman-H gg nslding

backlog or his reject rate er any complaints about the ve
process. -

a forter YAIC field construction6 acknowledged thatCIG interviewed IEEEEREMEdmEEEhquality assurance engineer (Exhibk 65) . i for

he was the individsal that reviewed DR 521 whils substitut nginitially he did not feel it was- a
d markedM . He indicated that

potential condition requiring a 50.55(e) notification an
_

d He advised -

the DR indicating that reporting was not require .that he then had conversations with other YAIC emp oy6 oould not recall thel ees and felt

less sure of his original decision.6 advised that his expertise
identities of these individuals. d control and

was in the area of electrical instrumentation anthat he was not certified by the Asaricen SocietyHe related that because he wasfor

take theNondestructive Testing (ASNT) .
unsure of how DR 527 should be handlod, he decidad toconservative approach and changed his original decis on an6 adviswdi d

condition.
carked the DR as a potential 50.55(o) YAIC Headquarters
that ne knew his decision would be raviewed by Ha

and a final decision made at that level of manage =unt.527 to be
recalled that YAIC Headquarterc did net consider DRW stated"I fuel that I jumped

reportable under 50.55(e).the gun and took too conservativo a position."
l Higgins

The OIG interviewed 6 former Pul man-Assistant Quality Assurance Manager at SEABROOK from 1981 to 1985

41
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(Exhibit 53). 6 advised that he could not recall WAMPLERadvising his of a meeting with W and M about YAEC's
issuance of a 50.55(e) actification.

With respect to the type of
rejects that were occurring during WAMPLER's period of
employment, 6 indicated it was a combination of fils
quality and clerical errors with a very small percentage of

..
-

welding problems.

010 interviewed 6, former Pullman-Higgins Ocality'

W did not recall being told of a meetingAssurance Manager.
between WAMP13R, W and M concerning a 50.55(e)He advised that with respect to Pullman-Niggins henotification.could not recall a weld radiography or veld reject condition that 1

would have warranted issuing a 50.55(e) report.
former Pu11aan-Miggins Assistant

oIG interviewed disclosed that he could not recallHeQuality Assurance Manager. radiographs atWAMPLIR ever advising him that YAEC was rejectin was rejectinga 194 rate. 6 could not imagine that
at that rate unless it was papervork problems as opposed to veld1

M could not recall any conversations with '

problems.WAMPLER, p~r6 concerning issuing a 50.55(e) .

*

notification.,

'

YAEC Quality Assurance Engineer,
OIC intervitved (Exhibit 43). M reviewed DR 527with respect to DR 527
and indicated that he cou111 mot.fecall any-potential 50.55(e);

conditions at SEABROOK.
,

|1
OIG intervieve:f. 6, YAEC Quality Assurance Manager *

He indicated that DRs which would be| with respect to DR 527.
zarked as reportable under 50.55(e) would be forwarded to him for

M did not recall reviewing DR 527 in 1983.cetermination.
He advised that he did not consider the deficiencies in DR 527 tobe reportable pursuant to the provisions of 10 CTR 50.f5(a).
He stated that one of his functions was to make a decisionwhether the DR met the standard oPreportability from a quality
assurance standpoint and that the safety significance would be
determined by the YAE,C engineering organization.

M advised that he was not aware of a meeting in November6 stated thatavt3 involving WAMPLZ:R, h andM
he was fealliar with a 20% reject rate of radiography packages by
YAEC that vara rsturned to Pullman-Higgins for further
evaluation, but he was not sure of the exact. time frame of tha .

He recalled that the reject rate was discovered
because YAEC was conducting their review function and identifyingreject rate.

,

problems. 6 advised that 6 and M never came toto tell him that a 50.55(e) notificationhim in November 1983, He also stated thatwas required because of YAEC's reject rate.
to his knowledge, the NRC resident inspector was not made aware"We were following the provisions of ourof YAEC's reject rata,

42
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program and assuring that we had good radiographic film andquality records to support the installation that was being done."
OIG interviewed 6 regardin this issue. M atated

or 6 that athat he was never told by WMPLER,
50.55(e) notification needed to be made because of the high

,

.

reject rate of radiographs by.YAZC.
'

Findinas
LIR's

_The CIG investigation found no evidence to substantiate WMP
allegation. .
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